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Luna en sepia I

The moon as though in collage.
Latticed. Graph papered.
It hovers amid cleft, fissure.
Each jag of black or red.
The moon amid its geography.
Time rivulets.
Lake systems.
A scarlet highway.
The moon and neighbourhood.
Close and apart.
In and out of position
Within the water stains of space.

棕褐⾊月球 之⼀

月亮彷彿拼貼
格⼦。座標紙。
它徘徊在裂縫之間。
每個⿊紅的鋸⿒。
月亮在其地理中。
時間溪流。
湖泊體系。
⼀條緋紅⾊的公路。
月亮與他的鄰居。
緊靠⽽分離。
進進出出。
內有⽔漬的空間。

Poetry- A. Robert Lee
Artwork- Blas Miras
Translation- Judy Fu
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Ying-Ying
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Teenage Love

High school is a place where everybody’s minds are 
infested by the lust for love, and I was no exception at that 
time. I had two romantic relationships back in high school, 
one with Lee, and the other with Hong. My mom used to 
mock me in her loud and pedestrian voice: “Young lady, your 
teenage puppy love is nothing more than foolish and 
irresponsible.” I thought she was pissed because I concealed 
my romantic relationships. Thus, I laughed out loud with a 
smirk on my face and chose to believe that real love can 
happen in teenage romance; but now I know better.

My first boyfriend was Lee. Lee had tousled dark hair, 
which was thick and lustrous. His eyes were mesmerizingly 
deep as if I could dive and swim freely inside them. 
We were classmates in Lin-Ting Mathematics. A shabby 
classroom about 250 meters from the Formosa Boulevard 
Station. It was December when we first met, and classroom 
201 was warm and cozy compared with the wintry chill 
outside. We had math classes from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
three times a week inside a sterile classroom with sticky 
desktops, fluorescent pale-white light bulbs, the clicks and 
clacks of the rusted air conditioner and the awful whining of 
door hinges. 

The after-school math lecture was a detention to the 
other students but a salvation to Lee and me. We were 
definitely not those brilliant students who mastered 
Trigonometric function formulas, but we were talented in 
seeking enormous pleasures during class recession. 
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Those cheap thrills we invented in order to escape form 
Mr. Lin’s monotone drone were a sumptuous relish compared 
to our tedious high school life. There used to be a ten-minute 
break at 8:30 sharp, and we would sprint frantically to the 
playground. The playground was located at the corner of the 
5th entrance of the Formosa Boulevard station. Lee and I 
would have our fun there while the other students hunting for 
snacks at Nan-Hua night market. 

My favorite facility at the playground was a crane 
machine called “UFO Universe.” Soft, squishy, woolen, and 
fluffy stuffed animals were jammed inside the crystal-clear 
acrylic machines. With 10-dollar coins jingling in our pockets 
and our fearless souls, we could be the masters of this 
magical store. I loved watching Lee silently as he played. He 
would hold the controlling bar right in the middle of his palm, 
and then aim his target in all kinds of directions. The machine 
was very cunning, so he never succeeded. 

However, we didn’t care. We were obsessed with the 
functioning, wavering, descending and snatching of the silver 
metal claw.

Gravity was an irresistible force that made the dolls fall. 
In our relationship, time was the irresistible gravity and 
neither of us seized the chance which could prevent our 
relationship from free fall. The longer we dated, the more I 
felt that loving someone wasn’t easy; instead, love was so 
fragile that it could collapse at any time. 
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We fought over trivial things: forgetting our anniversaries, 
deciding which restaurant to celebrate at and arguing about 
going-dutch or not. Now I can’t remember what we said, but I 
know that we were too immature to be solution-oriented 
when we got mad. The feeling of love was replaced with 
deception, mistrust and frustration. 
We broke up in our last fight, and I cried like a baby for a 
whole week. That was when I realized how blind teenage love 
could be.

When I was in my deep plight, I met Hong at the Central 
Model United Nations Conference in August. Hong possessed 
a gentle figure: midnight dark hair, prominent sharp 
cheekbones and blazing hazel eyes.
We were both the representatives of the United States, and 
the way he handled the debate sessions in a calm but 
persuasive tone was charming. He was also capable of 
delivering strong refutations while Saudi Arabia’s 
representatives were making hullabaloos. Some of my 
observant friends seemed to sense our chemistry and teased 
us during the “fun sessions”. Somehow, I had easily, or in other 
words, irrationally, fallen in love again.

After hours of debate and negotiation, the conference 
offered delegates tickets to Hanshin Hotel’s costume ball. 
However, Hong and I were not the kind of people who would 
enjoy ourselves in a place full of vodka shots, smoky cigarettes 
and glossy costumes. 
“Let’s go to my secret place. Come on, and I’ll catch an Uber,” 
Hong whispered with his gentle voice and glanced at me 
straight in the eyes. My cheeks were rosy and hot inside the 
car for the whole time, and he seemed to sense my anxiety, so 
he rubbed my hands softly. After a 25-minute drive, we 
arrived at the mountain side of Sizihwan Bay. 
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We roamed along the dark and shallow path, side by side; 
Everything was so magical and picturesque: the cool breeze 
touching my skin, those ethereal tiptoes encircling my ears 
and his genuine sweet smile pleasing my eyes. Those 
memories remain vividly in my mind; Hong’s Barrett hat and 
cardinal red dim-light streamed, reflected and illuminated the 
woods while the breeze of the summer night tousled our hair. 

Our relationship was sweet but short. Like fireflies’ tiny 
glimmers of light electrify the summer nights, and then 
disappear rapidly. Nothing serious really happened; no big 
fights, no arguments over trivial things. It’s just that our crush 
had run out in an untraceable way; so, we broke up peacefully 
on our last date at Sizihwan. 
The wind of November was as warm as August’s, which 
reminded me that the only thing that had changed between 
seasons was our affection for each other. I glanced at my 
watch, and whispered to myself, “5:37, about time for the sun 
to set.”
Hong remained silent the whole time. 
The sea was lying at the very end of the woods, and sky was 
merging into the horizon. The yellow ball of fire changed to 
hues of orange, and then almost tangerine. Like juice-mix 
dissolving in a glass of martini, it merged with the sky. The 
clouds were cotton-candy, as though they blushed at the 
warm touch of the sun. 
It was so magical that I thought a unicorn would run across 
the horizon, and I really hoped it could cast magic on me and 
makes me brave enough to say goodbye.
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“Don’t you think it is a bit boring when we date? I mean, not 
as fun as before.” I said in an indifferent tone, and I hoped in 
this way I could suppress my sorrow.
Hong remained silent for seconds, then said with a low voice, 
“I guess we were just too young to fall for each other, that’s 
all.” After that, he stood up and said, “So I guess this is the 
end, huh? Goodbye then.” 
“Goodbye, Hong, but I’m staying here for a while. I’ll try to 
catch the last bus.” I didn’t look at him. His slow but unsteady 
footsteps crackled over the fallen leaves, and that was the 
moment when I knew that he had gone. 

All of a sudden, tears welled up my eyes, and I felt a 
tremendous sense of guilt and emptiness. 

Now I know that my mother was quite right. One can 
hardly find true love in their teens. So, after I broke up with 
Hong, I determined to remain single as long as possible. 

However, I always stop in front of the crane machine 
every time I pass by Formosa Boulevard Station. Despite the 
new coat of paint and various new displays, the place I knew 
years ago remains remarkably the same. Every summer 
season, when I walk along the path at Sizihwan Bay, the 
breeze and the ocean are always in different shades of red 
and tangerine, even on rainy days. These are the moments 
that remind me of my foolish but sweet teenage love.
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WORDSEARCH

• Cut
• Rock
• Paper
• Scissors
• Shoot

• English
• Magazine
• Exquisite
• Surreal
• Press
Bonus points for any extras!
(By Audrey Heal) 
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